With a New Preface by the Authors

“Essential reading for every student and scholar of American education. I found myself wondering why no one had written this book before.”

Diane Ravitch, author of *The Schools We Deserve: Reflections on the Educational Crises of Our Time* and former U.S. assistant secretary of education

“A timely, informative, and richly textured analysis of the educational theories of the Founding Fathers.”

*Harvard Educational Review*

“This is a welcome book and one that will inform the debate about the goals of our national schooling.”

*Journal of the Early Republic*

“The Pangles direct our attention to what is best in America, the thought of our Founders, and make it available to the debate on education today. This is a work of careful scholarship and political philosophy in high style.”

Harvey C. Mansfield Jr., author of *America’s Constitutional Soul*

“Original, sweeping, and wise about the relation between education and liberal democracy in the United States.”

*American Political Science Review*

“This excellent study provides a wealth of historical material that should be of special interest to those who wish to restore a concern for civic virtue to prominence in educational thought or who wish to explore the connections between public virtue and private aspirations.”

*Ethics*

“An excellent contribution to American education because of the depth of its engagement with the classics.”

*Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography*
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